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1.1.Reach Reach SuperfluidSuperfluid StateState

2.2.Basic observationsBasic observations

3.3.Observe Second SoundObserve Second Sound

4.4.Observe Angular Momentum Observe Angular Momentum 
EffectsEffects

5.5.Observe Fountain EffectObserve Fountain Effect



1.1.Design plateDesign plate

2.2.Run wires through brass Run wires through brass 
connectors and fill connectors with connectors and fill connectors with 
epoxyepoxy

3.3.Get DanGet Dan™™ to go to the machine to go to the machine 
shopshop…… a lota lot

4.4.Construct stirring rodConstruct stirring rod

5.5.Screw plate downScrew plate down
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Helium Input
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1.1.Beg women for rouge powderBeg women for rouge powder…… get get 
rejectedrejected…… have Prof. have Prof. RomalisRomalis©© save daysave day

2.2.Put resistor and wires into tubePut resistor and wires into tube

3.3.Stuff Stuff KimWipeKimWipe™™ into tubeinto tube

4.4.Put rouge/aluminum powder into tube Put rouge/aluminum powder into tube 
(this filters the (this filters the superfluidsuperfluid component component 
from the normal fluid)from the normal fluid)

5.5.Stuff Stuff KimWipeKimWipe™™ into tubeinto tube

6.6.Use Use BluBlu--TackTack™™ to attach tubes to stirring to attach tubes to stirring 
rodrod





Small Resistor

Wire Attachment 
hardware using 
Torr Seal™ epoxy

Thin Wires = fun for 
the whole family

Strip, twist and heat One more time: which 
way do I wrap?

Trade Suspicions: always 
leave the soldering iron on



Remember 
the Blu-
Tack™ rule: 
Press it on, 
but roll it 
off.



1.1.Pump chamber with helium gas Pump chamber with helium gas 
(Actually, we only did this on cool(Actually, we only did this on cool--down 4)down 4)

2.2.Turn on fans Turn on fans (Actually, once we figured out how to (Actually, once we figured out how to 
do this on do this on cooldowncooldown 2 the fans were never turned back off... 3 2 the fans were never turned back off... 3 
weeks laterweeks later……

3.3.Pump liquid nitrogen into outer Pump liquid nitrogen into outer 
chamberchamber

4.4.Open blowOpen blow--off valve!off valve!

5.5.Pump helium into inner chamberPump helium into inner chamber

6.6.Turn on vacuum pumpTurn on vacuum pump



Gas Galore Gas Galore 
Yawwn.  Watching 

Dan do everything is 
hard work So many 

tanks… So 
confused…



This is This is 
coldcold!!

Nitrogen Transfer 
Tube with leaky 
vacuum insulation



Century-old 
Pump oil50’s equipment

Liquid NitrogenFountain 
pieces

Protective 
plastic guard

THE DEWERTHE DEWER

Why am I still 
here?



Two containers of liquid 
helium in as many weeks, 

at this rate I’ll need another 
grant to fund this course!



Why did I ever 
take this job?



BlowBlow--Off Valve, Check Off Valve, Check 

Fans on?  Yeah, we never turn Fans on?  Yeah, we never turn 
them off anyway them off anyway 

Liquid Nitrogen in and Liquid Nitrogen in and 
bubblinbubblin’’, sir!, sir!





1.1.Almost blow up apparatusAlmost blow up apparatus

2.2.Forget fansForget fans

3.3.Watch surface of helium become placid as Watch surface of helium become placid as 
soon as pumping beginssoon as pumping begins

4.4.Read thermocouple temperature off Read thermocouple temperature off 
LabviewLabview™™

5.5.Pulse resistor voltage at various frequencies Pulse resistor voltage at various frequencies 
and amplitudesand amplitudes

6.6.Record second sound oscillation dataRecord second sound oscillation data



1.1.Attempt to stir helium before coolingAttempt to stir helium before cooling

2.2.Almost blow up apparatusAlmost blow up apparatus

3.3.Cool helium to Cool helium to superfluidsuperfluid temperaturestemperatures

4.4.““ObserveObserve”” quantized vortices?quantized vortices?

5.5.Stir while Stir while superfluidsuperfluid

6.6.Observe that surface fails to spin except at Observe that surface fails to spin except at 
high rotation rateshigh rotation rates



1.1.BluBlu--TackTack™™ may work at low temperatures, may work at low temperatures, 
but not when blasted with heliumbut not when blasted with helium

2.2.Observe device slowly fall into ruin, Observe device slowly fall into ruin, 
resistor tube by resistor tuberesistor tube by resistor tube

3.3.Turn on resistor Turn on resistor –– watch submerged tubes watch submerged tubes 
fountain vigorouslyfountain vigorously

4.4.Watch as resistors blow out one by oneWatch as resistors blow out one by one

5.5.Cry vigorously, blame Cry vigorously, blame RomalisRomalis©©



1.1.Use completely rebuilt and redesigned Use completely rebuilt and redesigned 
DanDan™™ apparatus for fountain experimentapparatus for fountain experiment

2.2.Observe Observe ““fountainsfountains”” of of superfluidsuperfluid heliumhelium

3.3.Take many blurry photos of Take many blurry photos of 
aforementioned aforementioned ““fountainsfountains””

4.4.Attempt to lower tubes into fluid; loosen Attempt to lower tubes into fluid; loosen 
seal, flooding chamber with seal, flooding chamber with condensationcondensation

5.5.Quit in disgust, write up pessimistic Quit in disgust, write up pessimistic 
presentationpresentation



Superfluid
“Fountain”



Reach Reach SuperfluidSuperfluid StateState

Basic observationsBasic observations

Observe Second SoundObserve Second Sound

Observe Angular Momentum Observe Angular Momentum 
EffectsEffects

Observe Fountain EffectObserve Fountain Effect

Score: P Score: P ????



1.1.Become Math Major to avoid Core LabBecome Math Major to avoid Core Lab

2.2.Barring that, become String Theorist to Barring that, become String Theorist to 
avoid contact with experimentavoid contact with experiment

3.3.Barring that, leave apparatus to be fixed by Barring that, leave apparatus to be fixed by 
elves (elves (akaaka DanDan™™ & & RomalisRomalis©©))

4.4.Barring that, become IBarring that, become I--BankerBanker

5.5.Wires, like DNA, always come in double Wires, like DNA, always come in double 
heliceshelices

6.6.Loosen valve securely before takeoffLoosen valve securely before takeoff



1.1.SuperfluidsSuperfluids are slickare slick

2.2.Physics are Physics are phunphun

3.3.SuperfluidsSuperfluids behave more or less as one behave more or less as one 
might expect (give or take experimental might expect (give or take experimental 
error)error)

4.4.Experiments are best left to Experiments are best left to 
experimentalistsexperimentalists

5.5.Please give us a P!!!Please give us a P!!!



1.1.Michael Michael RomalisRomalis©© (for late night emails, (for late night emails, 
early morning lab meetings, and being early morning lab meetings, and being 
elusive)elusive)

2.2.Daniel HoffmanDaniel Hoffman™™ (for locating, machining, (for locating, machining, 
and constructing everything and constructing everything RomalisRomalis
didndidn’’t)t)

3.3.Carl Boettiger, Yu Carl Boettiger, Yu GanGan, and , and God(freyGod(frey) ) 
Miller (for putting together the PowerPoint Miller (for putting together the PowerPoint 
presentationpresentation and taking pictures)and taking pictures)



?????? ???


